Humanities

ARTH xxx: British Art and Architecture
New course to be taught in Hendrix in London program

CLAS 300: Ancient Society and Ancient Literature
New course to replace CLAS/HIST 301 and CLAS/HIST 302; HP coding

FILM 210: Screenwriting (temporary class)
New course in hopes of success

MUSI 150
Title change; FYI

MUSI 260
Title change; FYI

MUSI 270
Title change; FYI

MUSI 280
Title change and small change to Catalog description

PHIL 340: American Philosophy
Dropped

PHIL 450: Philosophy of Science
Renumber to PHIL 350

Natural Sciences

CSCI 400: Technical Communication and Analysis
New course; W2 sent to Hines 12-7-06; course to be added to the Computer Science major

MATH 210: Statistical Analysis
New course; QS coding

Physics major
Clean up of catalog description of major requirements
Social Sciences

ANTH 400: Anthropological Theory  
Change course number to 365  
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EDUC 330: Children’s Literature, P-4  
Small change in Catalog description  
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EDUC 400: Topics in Education  
New course; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06  
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GEND 267/HIST 267: Introduction to Gender Studies  
Add HP coding.  
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HIST 1xx: Leisure in America  
New course; HP coding  
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HIST 1xx: Great Wars, the Great Depression, and the Great Gatsby, 1914-1945  
New course; HP coding  
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HIST 1xx: Images of Africa: a History  
New course; HP coding; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06  
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HIST 120: Early African History  
Dropped  
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HIST 2xx: History of Central Africa  
New course; HP coding  
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HIST 2xx: History of East Africa  
New course; HP coding  
Page 25

HIST 2xx: History of West Africa  
New course; HP coding  
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HIST 223: Modern Europe, 1789-1945  
New course; HP coding  
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HIST 243: The Modern Middle East  
New course; HP coding; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06  
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HIST 240: History of the Islamic World  
Dropped  
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HIST 3xx: The Arab-Israeli Conflict  
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New course; HP coding; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06

HIST 3xx: From Reason to Revolution
New course; HP coding. Replaces HIST 314: Age of Democratic Revolution.

HIST 3xx: Theories of Nationalism
New course; HP coding; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06

HIST 334: Comparative Genocides
New course; HP, VA coding; CW sent to Capek 12-7-06

HIST 335: German History and the Jewish Question
New course; HP, VA coding

HIST 390: African American History to 1865
Change course number to 290

HIST 395: African American History since 1865
Change course number to 295

HIST 397: Junior Research
New course, non-credit, non-fee

KINE 100: Foundations of Kinesiology
Change course number to 220

KINE 210: Concepts in Fitness
Change course number to 150

Sociology/Anthropology Major
Add MATH 210: Statistical Analysis to required courses for the major

SOCI 230: Sport, Leisure, and Escape
New course; SB coding

SOCI 335: Sociological Research Methods
Add MATH 210: Statistical Analysis to possible prerequisites

SOCI 365: Picturing Society: Readings in Social Thought
New course made from combining SOCI 260: Classical Sociological Theory and
SOCI 410: Picturing Society: Readings in Contemporary Social Thought;
existing coding

SOCI 497/ANTH 497: Advanced Research/Practicum
Add prerequisite of either SOCI 365: Sociological Theory or ANTH 365:
Anthropological Theory